Substrate architecture and fluid-induced shear stress during chondrocyte seeding: role of alpha5beta1 integrin.
Chondrocyte behaviour has been shown previously to be influenced by the architecture of the substrate on which the cells are grown. Chondrocytes cultured on fully porous titanium alloy substrates showed greater spreading and more matrix accumulation when compared to cells grown on porous-coated substrates with solid bases. We hypothesized that these features developed because of differences in fluid-induced shear stresses due to substrate architecture and that integrins mediate these responses. Computational fluid dynamics analyses predicted that cells on fully porous substrates experience time-dependent shear stresses that differ from those experienced by cells on porous-coated substrates with solid bases where media flow-through is restricted. To validate this model, the seeding protocol was modulated to affect fluid flow and this affected cell spreading and matrix accumulation as predicted. Integrin blocking experiments revealed that alpha5beta1 integrins regulated cell shape under these two conditions and when cell spreading was prevented the increased accumulation of collagen and proteoglycans by chondrocytes seeded on fully porous substrates did not occur. Identifying the substrate-induced mechanical and molecular mechanisms that influence chondrocyte behaviour and tissue formation may ultimately lead to the formation of a tissue that more closely resembles natural articular cartilage.